
Most films produced by World Trust Foundation, whose mission is to ignite courage and expand capacity to create a world free from rac-
ism through film and dialogue. Color of Fear produced by StirFry Seminars & Consulting, whose goal is to revolutionize the field of diversi-
ty training through documentary films and seminars. 

Movies to Move Us 
Toward Racial Justice 

 

Wednesdays, 6:30-8:30 pm  *  September 25 through October 30 
 

Madison Christian Community, 7118 Old Sauk Road, Madison 
 

Attend all 6 weeks to experience the full scope of the series, or come to as many as you’re able.  
Info: Sonja@theMCC.net 

September 25—Mirrors of Privilege: Making Whiteness Visible 

Helps bridge the gap between good intentions and meaningful change by featuring stories from white men and 
women on overcoming issues of unconscious bias and entitlement. 

October 2—The Way Home: Women Talk about Race in America 

64 women representing a cross-section of cultures (Indigenous, African-American, Arab/Middle Eastern, Asian, Europe-
an-American, Jewish, Latina, and Multiracial) share their experience of racism in America. Candid conversations offer 
rare access into multi-dimensional worlds invisible to outsiders.  

October 16—The Color of Fear 

Looks at the state of race relations in America through the eyes of 8 men of Asian, European, Latino, and 
African Descent. Reveals the pain and scars that racism causes, which leads to a deeper sense of understand-
ing and trust. 

October 9—Light in the Shadows: Staying at the Table When the Conversation about Race Gets Hard 

Frank conversation about race among 10 women who participated in the filming of The Way Home. Uses their con-
flict as a learning tool to illumine how conversations on race often break down along lines of race and power.  

October 23—Cracking the Codes 

Addresses the causes and consequences of systemic inequity to disentangle internal beliefs, attitudes and pre-
judgments, and builds skills to address the structural drivers of social and economic inequities.  

October 30—Healing Justice 

Explores causes and consequences of the current North American justice system on marginalized communities. Ad-
dresses the school-to-prison pipeline, the need for comprehensive criminal justice reform, and the importance of 
healing and restorative practices  

https://world-trust.org/films/
https://www.stirfryseminars.com/store/products/cof1.php

